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EditorialNew Look and New Outlook
wish to emphasize our openness to your suggestionsStructure is changing. You have, no doubt, already seen
the new cover giving us the characteristically stylish Cell for improvements.
Structure depends on the dedicated efforts of manylook. The changes are not merely skin-deep, however.
With the cover and format changes that are already people. Foremost among these are the authors who
consistently contribute papers of high technical qualityevident, there comes also a rededicated commitment
to the principles that have governed the journal from its conveying results of considerable biological signifi-
cance. Our many referees also play a crucial role ininception and a number of new initiatives as well. Here
is a partial list of what is in store: maintaining standards, often through insightful and con-
structive suggestions. These people are at the heart of
• A faster review process, making good on “four-weeks- the journal, and we thank them all. There are, in addition,
to-decision”. a large number of people, listed at the front of each
• Redoubled emphasis on biological implications, in- issue, who contribute in various ways. We are grateful
cluding biochemical and genetic tests of structure- to all of them, but wish to single out those with whom
inspired hypotheses. we work most directly. In advance, we wish to thank
• More Minireviews, Ways & Means, Previews (brief ac- the members of our Editorial Board on whom we are
counts focused on single recently published papers), calling for a new level of effort. We warmly thank the
Reviews, and Technical Advances. writers of the Paper Alert section (Robert Liddington,
• A new section called Matters Arising to provide a Christin Frederick, Stephen Fuller, and Sophie Jackson)
forum for commentary and opinion. for a tremendous contribution, and our Reviews Editors
• A new section called Reflections for some historical John Kuriyan and Chris Dobson for looking after these
and personal perspective on scientific and technical concise and interesting features. We are especially
achievements. happy to thank the people with whom we interact the
• The already popular Paper Alert section will soon in- most, the editorial staff at Cell Press. In particular, we
clude color figures to better illustrate the main conclu- thank Jennifer Lynch and Vanessa Cohen with whom
sions of select papers. we together handle papers every day, and Diana Oest-
• 3D viewing of rotating structures (one figure per pa- erle and Adam Witwer with whom we work on editorial
per) on the web free of charge (along with the title production. Finally, and most personally, we are ex-
and abstract). tremely grateful for the superb leadership that we now
• A plan for substantially reduced subscription prices. have from Boyana Konforti, our Executive Editor.
Wayne A. HendricksonStructural biology is entering a new era that capitalizes
Columbia Universityon the technical advances of recent times. It is an era
that will certainly include both the “high-throughput” Carl-Ivar Bra¨nde´n
approaches of structural genomics on the one hand Karolinska Institutet
and the most challenging studies of multicomponent
Alan R. Fershtcomplexes, molecular machines, and the principles of
Cambridge Universityfolding and assembly on the other. We are committed
at Structure to provide an exciting forum for all of these
developments, one useful not only to those generating
the structural results but also to the broader biological
community.
As structure becomes a more integrated and essential
part of cell and molecular biology, we see a real need
to make structures more accessible. As a first experi-
ment, we plan to implement searchable, annotated 3D
structures free of charge on our online journal site (http://
www.structure.org). We already receive results from
structural genomics, and with our reviewers we insist
on experimental tests of structure-inspired hypotheses
before claims of function can be included. However, we
are also open to the inclusion of brief reports, perhaps
formatted as in Macromolecular Structures abstracts,
of novel but as yet uncharacterized structures from
structural genomics. On the front of complex biological
systems, we recognize the increasing importance of
nonclassical methods for these studies (e.g., cryo-elec-
tron microscopy, fluorescence resonance energy trans-
fer [FRET], mass spectrometry), and we encourage sub-
missions using these and other techniques. Finally, we
